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Xara Xtreme 5: The Official GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2009
Master the world's fastest drawing program!

Learn the principles of vector drawing as you learn technique, composition, and other art essentials--then apply your skills to creating websites, animations, logos, photographic retouches, and more.  Xara Xtreme 5: The Official Guide shows you how to customize the software, use...
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Learning Anime StudioPackt Publishing, 2014

	Bring life to your imagination with the power of Anime Studio


	About This Book

	
		Draw and rig cartoon assets using a set of robust tools
	
		Breathe life into your animated productions with in-depth sets and props
	
		Learn tips and tricks to add appealing effects to your animated...
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Starting an Online Business For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	The nuts-and-bolts for building your own online business and making it succeed


	Is there a fortune in your future? Start your own online business and see what happens. Whether you're adding an online component to your current bricks-and-mortar or hoping to strike it rich with your own online startup, the sixth edition of...
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BlackBerry All-in-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	Hi there, and welcome to BlackBerry All-in-One For Dummies. If you already have a BlackBerry, this is a great book to have around when you want to discover new features or need something to use as a reference. If you don’t have a BlackBerry yet and have some basic questions (such as “What is a BlackBerry?” or “How can...
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Juniper SRX SeriesO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Security is one of the fastest moving segments within the realm of technology. Whereas
	
		most technology is created to offer new services or products, security is created to prevent
	
		the abuse of these new products and or services. In today’s world, where we are
	
		always connected in ways that have never been...
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The Complete Idiot's Guide to PC Basics, Windows 7 EditionAlpha, 2011

	A funny thing happened on the way to the twenty-first century. Computers became more human. By “human,” I don’t mean “humanoid.” I only mean that the computer has evolved from being a stodgy office tool to a revolutionary home appliance and entertainment system, a device designed to help us manage and enjoy our...
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Building Web Sites All-in-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2009
Plan, build, and maintain a Web site that does exactly what you need!
Want to launch a Web site but don't know where to begin? This book is your answer! There's a minibook covering each step of the process, from deciding what your site should do to working with HTML, using Dreamweaver, incorporating Flash creations, and keeping your site on the...
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Mobilizing Generation 2.0: A Practical Guide to Using Web2.0 Technologies to Recruit, Organize and Engage YouthJossey-Bass, 2008
Mobilizing Generation 2.0    

    Mobilizing Generation 2.0 is a practical and immediately useful guide for nonprofits, political campaigns, organizers, and individuals who want to better understand how to use Web 2.0 technologies. In easy-to-understand terms, this accessible book describes how readers can leverage new media (blogs,...
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Drupal 7 Business SolutionsPackt Publishing, 2012

	You can use the Drupal 7 content management framework to build a small business
	website rapidly. You may add blogs; images and image galleries; maps, e-commerce
	and shopping carts; social application integration including Twitter and Flickr,
	and more to your site to connect with your customers and make more money
	from your...
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Amazon.com MashupsWrox Press, 2007
"This book will not only demonstrate how developers can utilize Amazon Web services to create cool mashups but will also help them convert it to money-making mashups - 'cashups.'"
    —Jinesh Varia, Amazon Web Services Developer Relations Team
    Amazon.com is advancing the boundaries of the Internet through their powerful...
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Mac OS X Snow Leopard: The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2009
This updated edition of David Pogue's immensely popular Mac guidebook offers a wealth of detail on Apple's newest operating system. Snow Leopard is faster and more reliable than earlier Mac OSX versions, and no one is more reliable at bringing you up to speed than David Pogue. 
  
  The most authoritative book for Mac users of all...
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Venture Capitalists at Work: How VCs Identify and Build Billion-Dollar SuccessesApress, 2011

	"This is probably the single most valuable resource for the entrepreneurs aspiring to build successful companies"â€•Ron Conway, Special Adviser, SV Angel, and investor in Facebook, Google, Twitter, Foursquare, PayPal, Zappos


	"I highly recommend Venture Capitalists at Work. This book...
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